A reversible logic element with memory (RLEM) is a primitive by which reversible computing systems can be constructed. Different from a reversible logic gate, it has a finite memory, and thus is defined as a kind of reversible sequential machine (RSM). It is known that any reversible Turing machine (RTM) can be built in a simple way using a rotary element (RE), a typical 2-state RLEM (i.e., having 1-bit memory) with four input/output lines. In this paper, we show another compact realization of an RTM using a 2-state RLEM No. 4-31 with four input/output lines. Since RLEM 4-31 can be simulated by a circuit composed of only two copies of 2-state RLEM 3-7, we also obtain another compact realization by an RLEM with three input/output lines.
Introduction
A reversible computing system is a backward deterministic one, and has a close relation to physical reversibility. It is also one of the bases of quantum computing since evolution of a quantum system is reversible. So far, many kinds of reversible computing models have been proposed and investigated. There are several levels of models ranging from a microscopic one to a macroscopic one. In the bottom level, there is a physically reversible model like the billiard ball model (BBM) of computing [2] . In the next level, there are reversible logic elements, from which reversible logic circuits are built, such as Fredkin gate [2] , Toffoli gate [13, 14] , and reversible logic elements with memory [4]. In the still higher level, there are reversible logic circuits that are used as building modules for reversible computers. In the top level, there are models of reversible computers such as reversible Turing machines, reversible cellular automata, and others.
Here, we investigate a problem how reversible Turing machines can be built compactly using reversible logic elements with memory (RLEM). In the conventional design theory of logic circuits, logic gates are used as primitives for composing logic circuits. On the other hand, in the case of reversible computing, RLEMs are also known to be useful. The main reason is that if we use an appropriate RLEM, we can construct various kinds of reversible computing models in a simple manner. In particular, if we use a rotary element (RE), a typical 2-state RLEM (i.e., having 1-bit memory) with four input/output lines, we can construct reversible Turing machines (RTMs), and reversible sequential machines (RSMs) very easily [4, 5, 7] . It has also been proved that RE can be simulated by a circuit composed of "any" one of non-degenerate 2-state RLEMs except only four RLEMs with two input/output lines [9] . Therefore, we can build RTMs using any of such RLEMs. However, besides RE, it is not known which RLEMs are useful for realizing RTMs simply.
In this paper, we show that a compact realization of an RTMs is possible if we use a 2-state RLEM No. 4-31 with four input/output lines. The total number of elements is comparable with the case of using RE. In addition, since RLEM 4-31 can be simulated by a circuit composed of only two copies of 2-state RLEM 3-7, we can obtain another compact realization for the case of RLEM with three input/output lines.
Reversible Logic Element with Memory (RLEM)

Definition 1. A sequential machine (SM) is defined by M = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ). Here, Q is a finite set of internal states, Σ and Γ are finite sets of input and output symbols, and δ : Q × Σ → Q × Γ is a move function. If δ is injective, M is called a reversible sequential machine (RSM). Note that, if M is reversible, |Σ| ≤ |Γ | must hold. A reversible logic element with memory (RLEM) is an RSM such that |Σ| = |Γ |, and it is also called a |Q|-state |Σ|-symbol RLEM.
The move function δ determines the behavior of M as follows: if the present state is p, the input symbol is a i , and δ(p, a i ) = (q, s j ), then the next state is q, and the output is s j (Fig. 1 (a) ). To use an SM as a primitive for logic circuit, we interpret the SM as a machine having "decoded" input and output ports as in Fig. 1 (b) . Namely, for each input symbol, there corresponds a unique input port, to which a signal (or particle) can be given. Likewise, for each output symbol, there corresponds a unique output port, from which a signal can appear. Note that, in a logic circuit composed of such SMs, fan-out of an output of each SM is not allowed. Therefore, each output port of an SM can be connected to only one input port of another (maybe the same) SM.
Here, we investigate 2-state RLEMs. We give two examples of 2-state 4-symbol RLEMs with ID numbers 4-31 and 4-289 (the numbering method will be explained later). They are M 4-31 = ({0, 1}, {a, b, c, d}, {s, t, u, v}, δ 4-31 ) and M 4-289 = ({0, 1}, {a, b, c, d}, {s, t, u, v}, δ 4-289 ). The move functions δ 4-31 and δ 4-289 are given in Table 1 . It is easy to see that δ 4-31 and δ 4-289 are injective. In the following, we describe the move functions of 2-state RLEMs by pictorial notations as shown in Fig. 2 instead of tables as in Table 1 . Each of two states is represented by a rectangle having input ports and output ports. The relation between input and output is indicated by solid and dotted lines. We assume a signal is given to at most one input port at a time. If a signal is given to some input port, it travels along the line connected to the port. In the case that a signal goes through a dotted line, the state does not change (Fig. 3 (a) ). On the other hand, if it goes through a solid line, the state changes to the other (Fig. 3 (b) ).
